Introduction
Laibach is a Slovene underground rock band that has been performing for over 30 years. The group's founding members are Milan Fras, Ivan Novak, Dejan Knez, Ervin Markošek, and Tomaž Hostnik, who all hail from the mining town of Trbovlje in central Slovenia, where they grew up under the socialist system of former Yugoslavia. As a complex and highly controversial national and transnational cultural phenomenon, Laibach has been much more than just another hard rock band. Their work in fact situates itself in the in-between realm of pop culture and avant-garde performance art, where the group's continuous mixing of categories, discourses, and objects foregrounds processes of adaptation in a strongly charged political context.
Soon after the summer of 1980, when the rock group was formed, it expanded into a network of different and congruent artistic activities and cooperating artistic collectives and groups, which comprised painting (notably, the group Irwin), theater and -most importantly -performance. The group became a global phenomenon by staging their performances throughout Europe, the US, and even behind the Iron Curtain (just before it was torn down). Their discography of over 30 albums is formidable, while four semi-documentary films were shot in different periods of their activity. Adaptation and the combining of symbolic and historical sounds, imagery, and texts in a way that produces a strong artistic and political statement makes Laibach and all accompanying elements of the whole phenomenon an ideal case for a study in the field of adaptation studies. A central component of Laibach's performance art was and still is, most literally, politics, which is inscribed into the statements that are condensed in their own virtual 'NSK virtual State.' This global 'State,' conceived to challenge and interrogate notions of statehood and sovereignty, even issues passports to whomever is attracted by one of Laibach's websites and decides to become a 'citizen.' As I will argue in this chapter, Laibach challenged nationalism and totalitarianism, opposed to each other in a very subtle and provocative way as particularism and universalism that work together to enslave willing individuals. Its powerful aesthetic and political statements made Laibach a global phenomenon, which has been widely discussed by philosophers, art historians, journalists, and media and cultural studies scholars. In the text that follows, I aim to analyze and contextualize some basic descriptions of ' Laibach Kunst ' and the interaction between their performance art and their larger theoretical project. In order to unpack the larger implications of Laibach's impact, I shall approach their work from the point of view of Alain Badiou's theoretical work from the late 1990s, in which he reflected upon the outcome of the alleged end of communism. This will provide a way to better understand Laibach's importance not only in regard to the demise of socialist societies and their failures at social emancipation, but also more broadly to a politics of adaptation from a specific historical and national context.
From punk band to a global phenomenon
In whatever way Laibach might be represented by music, performance art, visual art, mass-media works, and other products, there can be no doubt that multiple forms of adaptations within performance are among the core components of this phenomenon. It all started in Yugoslavia in the Slovene town of Trbovlje, which, with its contrasts between the urban and the natural and with its mining population, was itself as a town already a representative site of Slovene industrial society. To this we must add the Yugoslav state's mythology about the 'red districts' as a kind of birthplace of Slovenia's revolutionary proletariat. Thus, even before getting into any more detailed definitions, we can say that this specific site in Slovenia also represents a link to a more universal timespace already in existence regardless of the Iron Curtain. In its very origin, then, Laibach transcended the limitations of the global division into capitalism and socialism, situating itself on a front that had begun
